HISTORY OF EDUCATION AND THE PROCESS OF SELECTION
Education in the present is often been designed in earlier epochs and does not, therefore, have inherent power alone. Certainly, practice should help to shape the future, but theory has historical references that are supposed to be authoritative in designing the future. Education is thus bound normatively to its own history, in the sense that reference to particular authors and their works is supposed to provide justification for what is practiced today and what will be practiced tomorrow. Often, these are authors that not only produced literary works, but, at the same time, can refer to their own practice of education. For the most part, it is this combination of writings and practice that is the condition that lends the authors credibility -we can think of Pestalozzi, Fro¨bel, Leo Tolstoi, or Maria Montessori. What is seen as ''exemplary'', however, are not only certain authors and their practices, but rather entire historical epochs. A central point of orientation for today's education is progressive education of the late 19th and earlier 20th centuries. This is held to be the start of the ''new education'', which is supposed to be the determining influence up to today and to which one must inevitably refer in almost every connection. This Reformpa¨dagogik (reform pedagogy), as progressive, or child-centered, education is called in Germany, however, is not, simply, a historical fact. It is a historical construct of historiography. The historiography has compressed very many, very heterogeneous developments, events, and elements into one educational universe that supposedly emerged between 1880 and 1890 and persists on up to today. When ''progressive education'' is discussed, however, much more is being evoked than the assumed start of an epoch. As a rule, mentioning the epoch means that, at the same time, an entire historiographical myth is being taken into account.
This myth has four characteristics:
• emphasis on charismatic founding figures, • a spirit of the ''new'', • connected with innovative practices, and • educational movements that are named after their founders.
Most of the practices and movements that were founded have been forgotten today. Those that have survived are, in retrospect, given a high value through an interested historiography and idealized as an outstanding epoch. This is true, from for instance Nohl (2002) to Berube (1994) or Gauthier/Tardif (1996, p. 149ff.) , who stand for an voluminous international literature that has determining influence. Here, the epoch of progressive education is held to be a legitimate, and perhaps the only, source of today's innovations, which in this way become fixed to their forerunners without consideration of the peculiarities of the historiography of education. The historiography is simply taken naively as a given. A particular version of the past serves thus to legitimize present and future, without being put to the test. The standard historiography of progressive education takes on exclusive interpretative power, and it is, at the same time, highly selective, even though the selection process has no rational basis.
An example will quickly illustrate the point. In 1934 an anthology by Trevor Blewitt called The Modern Schools Handbook was pub-1 In addition to the traditional body of literature, there is a growing historiography of education on the Internet. Many of the sites are connected with progressive education because it rouses the most interest. Only a few sites are scholarly, most of them just promote progressive education and thereby use the historiographical schema of ''old'' and ''new'' education. See for example: The`mes et figures de l'e´ducation nouvelle http://goelano.chez.tiscali.fr/3-Instuado/Educatnouvelle.htm.
